
Announcing New Klein Epstein & Parker Store in San Francisco
Fall 2013
San Francisco, CA, August 14, 2013 - Klein Epstein & Parker, Made to Measure just announced they will open their third store in
San Francisco this Fall. The new store will be nestled in the hip and creative neighborhood of Hayes Valley adding to the areas
stylish, thoughtful and cultured establishments.

Currently, with their two retail stores in southern California, located in West Hollywood and Costa Mesa, Klein Epstein & Parker is
pleased to be expanding to the Bay Area of California specifically in this neighborhood with so much charm and artisan craft.

As the made-to-measure fashion brand, Klein Epstein & Parker continues to cultivate their nonconformist attitude through their
revolutionary vision of democratizing high quality made to measure clothing. At Klein Epstein & Parker, freedom in fashion comes
first through the belief in progressive ideals made possible by personalization and the core concept of self-expression. They truly
desire to liberate men and give them the chance to wear what they want and “escape the horror of pre-canned, off the rack over-
priced and mass-produced stuff.”

Each client is served on a highly personable level through a creative process that allows a unique experience from beginning to
end. Every piece or ensemble always begins with the perfect measure followed by a choice of quality Italian fabric, custom
threading, under collar felt color, the perfect embroidery or monogram and finalizing buttons. The detailed five-week process
exemplifies the honest care and interest Klein Epstein & Parker places in every customer in hopes of providing them with the best
service and tailoring experience possible. The affordable price point they offer is also a pleasant surprise, giving every man the
opportunity to look perfectly polished and feels confident in his wardrobe.

However their fashion services don’t stop there. Klein Epstein & Parker plans to launch custom women’s wear projected to launch
in 2014. KEP also offers bridal services and has been at The Wedding Salon at the SLS Hotel in Beverly Hills and additionally
featured in multiple publications like California Apparel News and worn by notable figures such as Adam Gallagher, Madison
Hildebrand of Bravo’s Million Dollar Listings Los Angeles, America’s Got Talent host Nick Cannon, Twilight star Boo Boo
Stewart, Josh Henderson, Vice President of GQ Chris Mitchell and more. With a growing prominence in the world of made-to-
measure garments, it becomes apparent that Klein Epstein & Parker is a fast-rising brand.

We cannot wait to see how they integrate their visions in the San Francisco area at their store opening this Fall 2013. Stay tuned
for opening event details.

###

If you would like further information about the grand opening event, or to schedule an interview with the owner, please contact Casandra
Walker at 323-979-8417 or e-mail at info@RCWmediagroup.com


